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Summary: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third deadliest cancer worldwide. We describe a protocol to non-
destructively image murine colons with synchrotron X-ray phase contrast micro-computed tomography and 
reconstruct the mucosal layers in 3D. Our approach allows processing of murine colons in their native shape, 
enabling precise quantitative morphometry of the colonic structure in health and progressive stages of CRC. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most lethal cancer worldwide [1]. Early alterations in the colonic crypt 
(elements that constitute the colon) structure are of predominant importance as they demonstrate the disease 
onset [2, 3]. Standard practice in biomedical research involves the use of animal models, where colons are 
typically cut open and laid on a flat surface to assess the pathology macroscopically [4]. They are then 
chemically fixed (e.g. using formalin), embedded in paraffin wax, cut as planar slides, and stained using 
standard histology dyes such as haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) [5]. This process yields two dimensional 
cross-sections of colonic crypts that are examined using an optical microscope for morphological and 
histological abnormalities at a certain plane. Although morphological deformations are widely observed, they 
correlate poorly with dysplasia [6], which involves several other planes above or below the point of 
pathology, and bears increased risk for CRC development [7]. In the following, we describe a new protocol 
to non-destructively image murine colons with in-line synchrotron X-ray phase contrast micro-computed 
tomography (μCT) and quantify the crypt shape in three dimensions (3D). By fixing and embedding the 
colons in their native shape we alleviate geometrical deformations inherent in the traditional workflow of 
serial sectioning for light microscopy-based histology. Instead, we digitally unroll the μCT volume of the 
colons using a novel image processing technique (colonic cycloramas) that we developed to identify and 
segment the crypt lumens in 3D. Our approach provides complete reconstruction of the gut mucosa in space, 
thus enabling precise quantitative morphometric studies of the colonic structure in health and progressive 
stages of colorectal cancer. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

 
An azoxymethane and dextran sodium sulphate (AOM/DSS) model [8, 9] has been employed to induce CRC to 
male C57BL/6J mice. Their colons were excised at progressive stages of the disease, inflated with 10% neutral 
buffered formaldehyde (formalin) and left to fix for 24 hours before they were embedded in cylindrical paraffin 
wax blocks. In-line phase contrast X-ray μCT was performed at beamline I13-2 at Diamond Light Source, 
Didcot, UK, at an energy equal to 25 keV and pixel size of 2.2 μm. Paganin phase retrieval [10] and standard 
filtered CT backprojection were employed for CT reconstruction. The 3D volumes were then digitally unrolled 
using our colonic cyclorama technique, producing stacks of cycloramas (panoramic views of the colon). These 
have the unique property that they are locally perpendicular to the colonic crypts, thus portraying consistent 
cross-sections of the crypts (see Figure 1 – left). As crypt lumens appear darker than the surrounding tissue 
(crypt epithelium), we performed automatic segmentation by thresholding the grayscale values on the 
cycloramas and rolled them back to their initial shape (see Figure 1 – right). The resulting 3D reconstruction 
allows quantitative characterisation of the crypt lumens’ shape in health and progressive stages of CRC. 
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3. RESULTS 
 
Our novel colonic cyclorama technique enables visualisation and quantification of murine colons in their native 
shape. This crucial advancement alleviates the need to physically unroll the colons that inevitably introduces 
deformations to the colonic crypts. We employed our novel image processing method to digitally unroll and 
segment the crypt lumens in healthy and diseased (with early stage colorectal cancer) murine colons to obtain 
their 3D reconstructions such as those shown in Figure 1. We will now proceed to quantify the 3D morphology 
(volume, surface area, sphericity) of the crypt lumens. This workflow demonstrates how X-ray μCT can be used 
to introduce 3D quantification of the colonic structure, enabling the study of the early stages of colorectal cancer 
in an animal model.   
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Figure 1: Colonic cycloramas used to segment the crypts and reconstruct their 3D shape.   
(Left) Colonic cyclorama of a healthy murine colon imaged using synchrotron X-ray phase contrast imaging 
at beamline I13-2 at Diamond Light Source. Crypt lumens appear darker circular profiles, thus enabling 
automatic segmentation. (Right) Digitally rolling the segmented crypt lumens back to their initial shape 
yields a 3D reconstruction of the crypts in 3D, which enables the quantification of their morphology. 
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